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Abstract
As the recent case laws shows, the fair and equitable treatment standard (FET) represents potentially
the most important and most baffling obligation which is imposed on sates by international investment
treaties. The standard has also been the subject of controversy, most importantly in relation to whether
it reflects the customary law minimum standard of treatment of aliens or a higher level of protection.
The determination of what is fair and equitable and who’s fair and equitable leaves a large measure of
discretion to arbitral tribunal which has used it to gradually build the content of the standard by
applying it to the circumstances of specific cases. Thus, in this article the author aims to explain the
growth of FET which has been constantly shaped in order to respond to the needs of actor engaged in
aiming investment relationship. The recent history of the standard and the wide interpretation of
doctrine works on the subject convinced me to discuss FET by going directly to its resources which
concerned to the case law.
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1. Introduction
The removal of barriers to trade and non-tariff barriers has facilitated the opening up of
markets for purposes of trade in goods and trade in services. During the past fifteen years one
of the most remarkable phenomena in international trade law has been the surprising increase
in the number of agreements concluded relating to the protection or liberalization of foreign
investment.
The International Investment Agreements (IIAs) has become an incentive and signal by the
capital exporting countries of them being capital receptive [1]. Further the capital exporting
countries also seek for protection and guarantee from the recipient state that the capital
emerging from its country be protected and for this purpose it favours a destination where it
has a favourable legal regimes through IIAs and BITs.
Today, the rules relating to international investment are contained in a number of
international instruments. They may be traced to bilateral investment treaties, regional trade
agreements, multilateral investment treaties like Multilateral Agreement on Investment and
Agreements annexed to the WTO Agreement' like GATS, TRIMS Agreement, TRIPS
Agreement, etc [2]. The number of agreements has accelerated remarkably in recent years, as
more than 2500 (approx) international agreements relating to investment now exist [3].
The fair and equitable treatment (FET) standard is a key element in contemporary
international investment agreements (IIAs) [4]. The origin of Free and Equitable Treatment
(FET) standard can be traced from Multilateral as well as Bilateral Level [5]. Among the IIA
protection elements, the FET standard has gained particular prominence, as it has been
regularly invoked by claimants in Investor-State dispute settlement (ISDS) proceedings, with
a considerable rate of success.
The vagueness of the FET standard is at the core of the problem. This we will see later that
often a general statement to the effect that the parties will accord fair and equitable treatment
to the investments of investors from the other contracting party. There is no attempt to define
what this means. As Schill explains:
“Fair and equitable treatment does not have a consolidated and conventional core meaning
as such nor is there a definition of the standard that can be applied easily.
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So far it is only settled that fair and equitable treatment
constitutes a standard that is independent from national
legal order and is not limited to restricting bad faith
conduct of host States. Apart from this very minimal
concept, however, its exact normative content is contested,
hardly substantiated by State practice, and impossible to
narrow down by traditional means of interpretative
syllogism.” (Schill, 2009, p 263).
The issue before the investors in the arena of uncertainty is
to put forth a clear picture of what constitutes to be
breaching of FET Principle or in another way around what is
the violation of IIA principles. The author in this paper
seeks to review the status of FET obligation from
Customary International Law to the IIAs to the arbitral
Interpretation. The vagueness of FET is an established
hypothesis. However, the researcher here tends to analyse as
to why the FET principle is so much prevalent in every IIAs
despite of its unsatisfactory result. In order to come with a
conclusion the researcher with its limitations proceeds in
following way. So, I begin my work where all lawyers are
meant to start, that is from the question of legal basis.
The impression that states must conform to a broad
international standard of treatment in their dealings with
foreign investors is usually found to publicists writing in the
early 1900s. Noteworthy among these authors are Eagleton
[6]
, Borchard [7], Freeman [8], Root [9], and Roth [10], whose
works are most frequently cited. The principle of "fair and
equitable treatment" is both a common concept found in
many trade-related treaties and an equally misunderstood
term that has plagued academics, governments and investors
[11]
. It is one of the commonly used standard by claimants in
investment arbitrations and therefore worthy of further
review. However, the objective nature of the standard means
there is no exact definition of fair and equitable treatment
and judicial practice continues to shape the content of the
standard.
1.1 History
The concept of fair and equitable treatment is not new but
has appeared in international documents from long time.
Some of these documents have remained drafts; others are
non-binding documents; yet others have entered into force
as multilateral or bilateral treaties [12].
The introduction of FET standard under international
agreements does not consider its appearance in case laws.
However, the origin of the clause seems date back to the
treaty practice of the United States in the period of treaties
on friendship, commerce and navigation (FCN) [13]. The first
reference to FET in control version frame work goes back to
1948, Havana Charter for an International Trade
Organisation. Its Article 11(2) contemplated that foreign
investments should be assured “just and equitable
treatment” [14].
The Abs-Shawcross Draft Convention on Investment
Abroad of 1959 [15] contained the following Article I: "Each
Party shall at all times ensure fair and equitable treatment to
the property of the nationals of the other Parties. Such
property shall be accorded the most constant protection and
security within the territories of the other Parties and the
management, use, and enjoyment thereof shall not in any
way be impaired by unreasonable or discriminatory
measures."
The Draft Convention on the Protection of Foreign Property
developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) in 1967 [16] contained a provision
in its Article 1, entitled "Treatment of Foreign Property",
that contained similar language as that of the AbsShawcross draft [17]: "(a) Each Party shall at all times ensure
fair and equitable treatment to the property of the nationals
of the otter Parties. It shall accord within its territory the
most constant protection and security to such property and
shall not in any way impair the management, maintenance,
use, enjoyment or disposal thereof by unreasonable or
discriminatory measures.”
Also, the draft for a United Nations Code of Conduct on
Transnational Corporations in its 1983 version provided that
transnational corporations should receive fair and equitable
treatment [18]. The Guidelines on the Treatment of Foreign
Direct Investment, adopted by the Development Committee
of the Board of Governors of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank in 1992, in their Section in
dealing with "Treatment", provide for fair and equitable
treatment linked to the other standards provided by the
Guidelines: "2. Each State will extend to investments
established in its territory by nationals of any other State fair
and equitable treatment according to the standards
recommended in these Guidelines [19]."
The OECD Draft Negotiating Text for a Multilateral
Agreement on Investment of 1998 provided for fair and
equitable treatment together with the standard of constant
protection and security. At the same time, international law
was preserved as a residual standard: 1.1. Each Contracting
Party shall accord to investments in its territory of investors
of another Contracting Party fair and equitable treatment
and full and constant protection and security. In no case
shall a Contracting Party accord treatment less favourable
than that required by international law [20].
The principle of fair and equitable treatment has also set up
entry into a number of multilateral treaties in force. For
instance, the Convention Establishing the Multilateral
Investment Agency of 1985 (the MIGA Convention)
requires the availability of fair and equitable treatment as a
precondition for extending insurance cover. For example
Article 12 dealing with "Eligible Investments" provides in
part: "(d) in guaranteeing an investment, the Agency shall
satisfy itself as to: (iv) the investment conditions in the host
country, including the availability of fair and equitable
treatment and legal protection for the investment.”
The concept of FET has also crept into a number of
multilateral treaties currently in force. For instance, the
Convention Establishing the Multilateral Investment
Agency of 1985 (the MIGA Convention) [21], the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) of 1992 [22] and
the Energy Charter Treaty of 1994 [23] requires the
availability of fair and equitable treatment as a precondition
for extending insurance cover.
With the advent of bilateral investment treaties (BITs), the
requirement of fair and equitable treatment became a regular
feature. The vast majority of BITs currently in force contain
this standard. These BIT provisions, although nearly all of
them seem to use the formula "fair and equitable treatment",
are not uniform. In particular, there are variations as to the
linkage of this standard to customary international law [24].
The recently concluded new generation agreements, the Free
Trade Agreements between the United States and Australia
[25]
, Central America (CAFTA) [26], Chile [27], Morocco [28],
and Singapore [29], in their Investment Chapters, provide
with greater specificity that each Party has the obligation to
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“accord to the covered investments treatment in accordance
with customary international law, including fair and
equitable treatment and full protection and security [30]”.
In the multilateral context, the Draft United Nations Code of
Conduct on Transnational Corporations, in its Article 48, 24
stated that: “Transnational corporations should receive
[fair and] equitable [and non-discriminatory] treatment
[under] [in accordance with] the laws, regulations and
administrative practices of the countries in which they
operate [as well as intergovernmental obligations to which
the Governments of these countries have freely subscribed]
[consistent with their international obligations] [consistent
with international law]”.
Since, most of the above issues had not reached consensus
in the last version of the text (i.e. OECD Working Papers)
(1986), the negotiating States agreed that the Code should
provide for “equitable” treatment of transnational
corporations [31]. Also the Legal Framework for the
Treatment of Foreign Investment [32] issued by the World
Bank in 1992 provides FET consistent with the guidelines.
Contemporary BITs contains numerous expressions of FET
standard. In survey of current practice, UNCTAD identifies
seven basic models of the FET obligation. The basic models
are:
1. A simple reference to fair and equitable treatment;
2. A reference to FET explicitly linked to treatment no
less favourable than national treatment or most
favoured nation treatment;
3. An obligation to accord FET paired with duty not to
impair the investment through unfair or discriminatory
measures;
4. An obligation to provide FET in accordance with
international law;
5. A reference to FET in accordance with the international
law coupled with broad definition of international law
(beyond customary international law)
6. A guarantee of FET subject to domestic law in host
state; and
7. The MST Standard found in NAFTA 2003 Canadian
and 2004 US Model BITs [33].
Under the plethora of FET formulas, it is not surprising that
numerous tribunals have analysed the extent to which the
precise wording of the FET obligation selected by the treaty
drafter affects the scope of obligation [34]. In Vivendi vs.
Argentina [35] the tribunal indicated the objective of the
treaty drafters is to provide protection more than what is
existing under minimum international law standard and to fit
in a broader approach that relied on contemporary principles
of international law.
However, there are awards which treats differently worded
FET clause as similar or generic FET obligations [36]. The
tribunal in Azurix vs Argentina [37] undertook a detailed
textual analysis of FET provision in the US –Argentina BIT
that the content of wording was substantially similar
whether interpreted with ordinary meaning or with
customary international law. In Parkerings-Compgniest AS
vs Lithuania [38], the tribunal found no evidence that the
plain meaning of equitable and reasonable or the intent of
state parties in using these phrase was to provide a novel
level of treatment. As a result the tribunal declared that it
would interpret that the ‘equitable and reasonable’ as
identical to ‘fair and equitable’. The two distinct divisions
towards the mode of interpretation leads us to the

conclusion that from plain meaning of the standard to the
shape what tribunals have given till date requires to
analysed in toto. Failure to one aspect will not give the
correct picture of the story.
1.2 Meaning of FET
The growing corpus of case law on fair and equitable
treatment is progressively eclipsing the controversy between
the plain meaning approach and the equating approach. The
meaning of FET has developed through an incremental case
by case approach [39]. Perhaps due to textual differences in
the treaty provisions articulating the fair and equitable
treatment standard, a universally accepted definition of the
principle has still not been established. Rather, as mentioned
earlier, the interpretations of this principle both by
international panels and by investors have given rise to
several consistent themes [40].
Some tribunals have pointed to the vagueness and lack of
FET standard and the European Parliament has deplored the
use of vague language in this context [41]. The methodology
applied by arbitral tribunals is characterized by an attempt to
simplify the concept of fair and equitable treatment in order
to make it easy to manage in a particular proceeding [42].
Thereby, arbitral tribunals avoid dealing with the abstract
concept of fair and equitable treatment, but are rather
highlighting the fact specific nature of the norm and limiting
their analysis to the facts of the specific case [43].
Several elements have been identified by the Tribunals
which could be combined to form a working definition of
fair and equitable treatment. Firstly, FET is an absolute or
non contingent, standard which means that it fixes a level of
treatment due to foreign investors that must be observed by
the host state regardless of the fact that how it treats its own
nationals [44]. Further the level fixed by FET is a floor, not a
ceiling [45].
Secondly, FET provisions are interpreted according to the
customary international law principle in consonance with
Vienna Convention on Law of Treaty (VCLT) [46]. Thirdly,
FET is not simply an application of ex aqueo et bono
decision making, nor is it an opportunity for arbitrators to
apply broad, subjective discretion. It is the rule of law with
specific content [47]. Fourthly, bad faith is not a sine qua non
of a breach of FET. For example in PSEG vs Turkey,
tribunal did not attribute bad faith to the state but held that
negligence short of bad faith in the handling of negotiations
was sufficient to attract liability. Similarly, discrimination is
not required to establish a breach of FET, although it is
often present in situations of breach [48].
Fifthly, transparency clearly appears to be the element of
FET [49]. However, there is a debate about what transparency
means in this context. The following dictum for describing
transparency is often cited from TECMED vs Mexico [50]:
the foreign investor expects the host state to act in a
consistent manner, free from ambiguity and totally
transparently in its relation with the foreign investor so that
it may know beforehand any and all rules and regulations
that will govern its investments as well as the goals of
relevant policies or directives to be able to plan its
investment and comply with such regulations. Any and all
state actions confirming to such criteria should relate not
only to guidelines, directives or requirement issued, or the
resolution approved there under, but also the goals
underlying such regulations.
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Sixthly, the tribunals have uniformly agreed that FET
protects investor’s legitimate expectations on investing in a
host state. This aspect of FET has given rise to great
discussion in arbitral awards [51].
One of the main fields of activity for legal scholars
interested in the standard is the examination of these lines of
jurisprudence on fair and equitable treatment. Obviously,
the compilation of the cases and the framing and labelling of
the different sub elements continues to differ considerably.
Insofar, the different sub-elements have yet to be deemed
perturb and are still in the early stages of their development.
Such uncertainties notwithstanding, the sub-elements
sufficiently expose the content of fair and equitable
treatment and deliver a broad range of arguments to tackle
measures of the host state. Since, the guarantee of fair and
equitable treatment is indeed capable of potentially affecting
all areas of domestic law, it has been rightly pointed out that
this norm has the potential to reach further into the
traditional dornaine rservi than any other provision of
investment agreements.
1.3 Emerging Substantive Content of FET Standard
The application of fair and equitable treatment standard in
most cases is difficult for a variety of reasons. Firstly,
because the investment treaties do not define the term as
such. Thus, arbitrators, government officials, investors legal
counsel and other who would apply the term must begin
interpretation by confronting two words, ‘fair’ and
‘equitable’, that because of their vagueness and generality
this allows for great subjectivity. Secondly, as a result, the
standard created will be highly flexible and may result in a
subjective decision, that disappointed litigants may consider
unprincipled. Thirdly, the fact situations to which the term
must be applied are highly complex and in many cases
involve troubled relationships between investors and host
governments stretching over significant periods of time and
involving multiple interactions. Thus, determining whether a
particular governmental action violates the fair and
equitable treatment standard depends greatly on the facts of
individual case [52].
Usually the process of interpreting the fair and equitable
treatment clause in most arbitral proceedings begins with a
reference to Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT), particularly Article 31(1) [53]. The context of the
term fair and equitable is the whole treaty in which it is
employed. Thus, the term must be interpreted not just as
three words plucked from the text but instead must be
construed from within the context of various rights and
responsibilities and conditions and limitations to which the
contracting parties agreed [54].
The determination of what is fair and equitable leaves a
large measure of discretion to arbitral tribunals, which have
used it to gradually build the content of the standard by
applying it circumstances of specific cases [55]. Thus, the
emerging content of the standard includes principles as
protections of investor’s legitimate expectations,
transparency, freedom from coercion and harassment,
procedural propriety and due process and good faith [56].

Administrative Law or in employment cases of international
administrative tribunals [57]. Metalclad was one of the earlier
decisions that famed treatment of investors in international
law in terms of their expectations.
The rise of legitimate expectations has been compared to the
incantatory formula that acquired rights played in France at
the beginning of the nineteenth century. Such subjectivity is
regrettable, because it seems to imply that the extent of state
obligations depends upon how the state has understood
them. It also invites state to advance its own expectations.
The expectation of investors to receive certain treatment is
opposed to the State’s expectation to freely conduct its
legitimate activities. By themselves, neither the legitimate
expectations of investors nor those of the State allow the
determination of the limits of the international responsibility
of the State [58].
The key points in this evolution over the past decade will be
traced below in a brief examination of the relevant
decisions. The key issue has been to identify the parameters
of those types of conduct, on the part of the host state, which
determine the boundaries of the sphere of legally relevant
expectations.
In 2003, Tecmed [59] required that the host state respect the
basic expectations of the investor at the time of the
investment and act without revoking any decisions, in an
arbitrary manner upon which the investor had relied in
planning its investment [60].
A year later, in 2004, Occidental v. Ecuador [61] confirmed
that the unilateral change of the legal and contractual
framework existing at the item of the original investment
would frustrate the investor's legitimate expectations and
thereby violate the FET standard [62]. Since 2004, legitimate
expectations have been more fully articulated by Tribunals.
In Waste Managenent [63], Additional Facility panel said that
"[in applying [the fair and equitable treatment] standard it is
relevant that the treatment is in breach of representations
made by the host State which were reasonably relied on by
the claimant." [64] And the MTD [65] Tribunal endorsed the
Tecmed "basic expectations" finding [66]. More recent
Tribunal hearings continue to accord considerable
importance to investors' legitimate expectations.
In 2006, the Tribunal in LG&E v. Argentina [67] stated that
the understanding of FET involves consideration of the
investor's expectations when making its investment in
reliance on the protections to be granted by the host state.
Also in 2006, Thunderbird v. Mexico ruled that an investor
may rely on the host state's conduct which creates justifiable
expectations: [T] he concept of "legitimate expectations"
relates to a situation where a Contracting Party's conduct
creates reasonable and justifiable expectations on the part of
an investor (or an investment) to act in reliance on such
conduct, such that a failure by the Party to honour those
expectations could cause the investor (or the investment) to
suffer damages [68].
In CME, [69] the Tribunal found that "[The Government]
breached its obligation of fair and equitable treatment by
evisceration of the arrangements in reliance upon [which]
the foreign investor was induced to invest [70].

1.3.1 Legitimate Expectation
The concept of legitimate expectations has surfaced in the
field of investment treaty arbitration in parallel to its
appearance in other fields, such as human rights, European
Union Law, certain continental countries, English

In 2010, the Tribunal in Suez v Argentina [71] summarized
the state of the law and highlighted the investor's legitimate
reliance on the host state's laws and regulations: In
examining the various cases that have justifiably considered
the legitimate expectations of investors and the extent to
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which the host government has frustrated them, this
Tribunal finds that an important element of such cases has
not been sufficiently emphasized: that investors, deriving
their expectations from the laws and regulations adopted by
the host country, acted in reliance upon those laws and
regulations and changed their economic position as a result.
Thus, it was not the investor's legitimate expectations alone
that led tribunals to find a denial of fair and equitable
treatment. It was the existence of such expectations created
by host country laws, coupled with the act of investing their
capital in reliance on them, and a subsequent, sudden
change in those laws that led to a determination that the host
country had not treated the investors fair and equitably [72].
The new dominance of the role of legitimate expectations
for the understanding of fair and equitable treatment was
confirmed in 2011 in El Paso v. Argentina. "There is an
overwhelming trend to consider the touchstone of fair and
equitable treatment to be found in the legitimate and
reasonable expectations of the Parties, which derive from
the obligation of good faith [73].
In 2012, the Tribunal in Electrabel v. Hungary [74]
highlighted that "the most important function" of the FET
standard is the protection of the investor's legitimate
expectations. The rationale and justification for the
recognition of legitimate expectations seems obvious. The
investor makes its calculations and decisions in the light of
the law of the host state as it is made available to it by the
host state, and the investor's assumptions about the return
for its investment will depend upon the stability and
predictability of those laws. Had the legal order been
different, this decision to invest might have been different [75].
The appropriate starting point to determine legitimate
expectations is the legal order of the host state at the time
when the investor made its investment. A number of
investment tribunals have relied on the nexus between
legitimate expectations and the host state's legal order at the
time of the investment [76].
To deny the relevance of the legal order of the host state in
the context of legitimate expectations, would assume that
stability and predictability of the laws of the host state have
no bearing upon the object and purpose of an investment
treaty and the notion of fair and equitable treatment [77].
Such assumptions would contravene the spirit in which
investments agreements are generally concluded. It is wellknown that major investments are concluded with a long
term perspective, often for more than twenty years. The
willingness of foreigners to invest is linked to the degree of
stability in a host state, and stability is one factor for an
investor to determine the location of its investment. BITs are
meant to contribute to stability for these very reasons.
The shielding of legitimate expectation is many times
described as one of the obligations to provide fair and
equitable treatment. Tribunals have addressed the influence
of host State’s circumstances on this element of fair and
equitable treatment standard, just as they have addressed the
circumstances on denial of justice.
The majority of tribunal have taken into account the host
State’s circumstances when considering if there has been
failure to protect legitimate expectations. The award in
Bayinder provides an example. In that case, Bayinder
alleged that termination of its construction of highway in
Pakistan breached Pakistan’s obligation to provide fair and
equitable treatment standard. Specifically, Bayinder alleged
that Pakistan frustrated its legitimate expectation. The

tribunal applied the principle to find that Pakistan had not
frustrated the claimant’s legitimate expectations. It found
that claimant could not reasonably ignore the volatility of
political conditions prevailing in Pakistan at the time it
agreed to the revival of the agreement [78].
The plea of late Thomas Walde that investment arbitration
be distinguished from commercial arbitration and that
investment arbitration should take into account the
vulnerability of small investors, as voiced in his separate
opinion appended to the Thunderbird award, has not been
heeded to arbitral tribunals. According to Walde,
commercial arbitration is a suitable mechanism for resolving
the disputes of equal parties on equal footing and without
need for the purpose of taking into account the position of
weaker party; nor is there any policy purpose underlying
commercial arbitration [79].
The different degrees of protection by which tribunals have
defined the fair and equitable treatment standard should be
analysed in light of the specific facts to which they were
applied. While Tecmed may be considered to be highest
standard of protection from an abstract point of view, the
facts in that case may have justified a breach of fair and
equitable treatment even if the standard had been set at a
lower level of protection. Thus, the uncertainty created by
divergent definitions of the standard may be attenuated by
the similarity of facts that has been considered to breach the
standard, irrespective of the level of protection which is set.
1.3.2 Transparency
The requirement of transparency appears to be an important
element in creating a stable, predictable and secure climate
[80]
for foreign direct investments in developing countries
[81]
. Indeed, while not an end in and of itself, transparency is
certainly a means to achieving better governance [82] and
greater accountability [83] whilst avoiding arbitrary and
discriminatory conduct [84]. In this sense, transparency can
thus be regarded as requiring that the 'legal framework for
the investor's operations [be] readily apparent and that any
decisions affecting the investor [be traceable] back to [this]
framework [85].
Accordingly, a violation of the obligation to afford
transparency will be found to exist where the host state:
does not act in accordance with the outcome of discussions
previously held with the investor; [86] does not engage in
forthright communications with the investor [87]; does not
ensure that there is consistency between the representations
made by the different arms of government with respect to
the same investment [88]; does not allow access to
information needed by the investor to prosecute an appeal
[89]
; does not disclose, at the time of negotiating the terms of
admission, that the investment project would violate local
law [90];" does not discuss with the investor its reason for
treating the investment in a discriminatory manner [91]; does
not disclose points of disagreement or respond to important
communications [92]; and does not refrain from making
transfers from the investor's bank account without his prior
knowledge or approval [93]. Conversely however, arbitral
practice appears to suggest that the host state would not
violate the requirement of transparency where the investor
should have known that the legal situation is changing
because of the transitional nature of the economy, and
should therefore have retained local counsel to advise it
about the amendment process to local laws [94], nor would a
violation be found where the relevant rules and regulations
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are made public and the investor is therefore in a position 'to
know beforehand [those] rules and regulations that govern
their investments [95]."
Suffice it to say, it is submitted that while it is undoubtedly
the case that transparency on the part of host states is
integral to the adequate protection of investments, it must
also be borne in mind that not many developing countries
have the regulatory or institutional framework in place to
allow for full transparency and investor participation.
Indeed, to interpret the transparency requirement, a
constitutive element of the FET standard, in a manner which
does not take account of this is both inflexible and
unrealistic [96]. Moreover, it appears that the very legal
foundation of the transparency requirement, as a norm of
international investment law, has been questioned [97]," with
some authors even arguing that it has 'not materialized into
the content of fair and equitable treatment with a sufficient
degree of support [98].' But even if it is accepted that
transparency is indeed an important constitutive element of
the FET standard, developing countries are adamant that it
remains an ambiguous concept, one which is exacting in
scope, in that while they may very well be required to
publish their laws, it is not clear whether they are under an
obligation of specifically notifying investors of laws which
might affect them, or changes to such laws, and whether
they should, in all circumstances, afford investors the
opportunity to comment on such laws or changes made
thereto.
In addition, arbitral tribunals, such as the one in Metaclad,
have seemingly been satisfied with espousing broad
statements [99] as to the scope of the transparency
requirement, though there is little consensus on its scope,
with the result being that administrative agencies in
developing countries have had to redefine their position and
function, effectively now acting as 'consultative units and
even as de facto insurer’s [100] for foreign direct investors.
Indeed, it is quite evident that the former position is much
less onerous for developing countries and a much harder
threshold for investors to satisfy, as it relates to openness of
administrative procedure when carrying out decisions, as
opposed to imposing a positive obligation of notifying
investors of laws enacted or changed during the lifetime of
their investments [101].
1.3.3 Due Process
In contrast to the requirement of transparency, violation of
due process rights is one of the least controversial and most
often accepted grounds for demonstration of a failure to
provide fair and equitable treatment [102]. Generally, due
process rights consider whether the party was given a fair
hearing before an independent tribunal, whether the party
was given specific information in advance of the hearing of
the claim and whether there was a reasonable disposition of
the party's case [103]. The Waste Management Tribunal
defined a lack of due process as leading to an outcome
which offends judicial propriety such as "a manifest failure
of natural justice in judicial proceedings or a complete lack
of transparency and candour in an administrative process
[104]
".
Factually however, it appears that a denial of justice claim
would be successfully pleaded where domestic courts refuse
to entertain a suit brought by the investor, if they subject it
to undue delay, if they administer justice in a seriously
inadequate way or where there is a clear and malicious

application of the law [105]. In this sense, it is arguable that a
violation of the obligation will only arise where the system
of justice, as opposed to an individual decision in the course
of proceedings, has been tried and has failed [106].
Nevertheless, despite the somewhat universal acceptance of
the obligation not to deny foreign investors the justice which
they seek, developing countries are particularly concerned
about the lack of clarity and guidance provided by tribunals
with respect to the appropriate length of delay which will
constitute a violation of the obligation. Indeed, while one
tribunal has held that a delay of 15 years will certainly
violate the fair and equitable treatment standard [107], other
tribunals have considered that, although a delay of 10 years
is 'certainly unsatisfactory', such will not rise to the level of
a denial of justice [108].
The divergent nature of these approaches and the sheer
indifference of tribunals to definitively stating the outer
periodic limits which will most certainly give rise to a
successful denial of justice claim remains an area of concern
for developing countries. Moreover, it is submitted that
countenancing every foreign investor in an alleged denial of
justice claim, in circumstances which are less than clear-cut,
effectively amounts to allowing them to exit the domestic
institutional regime (through arbitration), without
exhausting all available domestic remedies. In this regard,
arbitral tribunals are said to be acting as substitutes rather
than complements to domestic legal systems in developing
countries.
1.3.4 Discrimination
Discriminatory conduct or the treatment of domestic
investors more favourably than foreign investors, has also
been an often accepted ground for demonstrating a violation
of the fair and equitable treatment standard [109]. For
example, in S.D. Myers, the Tribunal held that the facts of
the case demonstrated that a breach of the national treatment
provisions of the NAFTA also demonstrated a breach of the
fair and equitable treatment standard [110].
S.D. Myers involved a company whose role was to move
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) chemicals from Canadian
equipment and transport the equipment and the PCBs to a
waste treatment facility in the United States for destruction
of the PCBs. In November 1995, the Canadian government
banned the export of PCBs from Canada, closing the border
between the United States and Canada to the cross-border
movement of PCBs for approximately sixteen months. The
border was re-opened in February 1997 but closed again in
July 1997. After the initial ban in November 1995, the
investment was only able to ship waste materials across the
border for a period of approximately five months.
The Tribunal found that this case was marked by "the
protectionist intent of the lead minister... at every stage that
led to the enactment of the ban" and that the ban effectively
favoured nationals over non-nationals, as domestic PCB
waste remediators were not affected by the ban [111]. These
facts led the Tribunal to conclude that a violation of the
national treatment provisions of the NAFTA had been
established. The Tribunal also relied on these same facts to
find a breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard. In
doing so, the Tribunal held: "A government might treat an
investor in a harsh, injurious and unjust manner, but do so in
a way that is no different than the treatment inflicted on its
own nationals. The 'minimum standard' is a floor below
which treatment of foreign investors must not fall, even if a
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government were not acting in a discriminatory manner
[112]
."
The Tribunal also noted that treatment of the investor in an
unjust or arbitrary manner as measured from an international
perspective will also violate Article 1105(1) of the NAFTA,
particularly if the State violates an international law rule
which was specifically designed to protect investors [113].
The effect of the S.D. Myers Ruling was to expand the
scope of the concept of fair and equitable treatment by
introducing the idea that a breach of an international law
rule designed to protect foreign investors or the breach of an
international law rule designed to protect foreign investors
or the breach of Article 1102 of the NAFTA could also
establish a breach of the fair and equitable treatment
standard. However, the full expansion of the fair and
equitable treatment standard by the S.D. Myers Tribunal
was reined in to some extent by the NAFTA Parties in the
FTC Note. In direct response to the S.D. Myers Ruling, the
Note stated: "Each Party shall accord to investors of another
Party treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in
like circumstances, to its own investors with respect to the
establishment, acquisition, expansion, management,
conduct, operation, and sale or other disposition of
investments."
Thus, although the FTC Note constrains the S.D. Myers
Ruling in respect of using a violation of the national
treatment provisions of the NAFTA to demonstrate a
violation of the fair and equitable treatment standard, the
Decision is still good law in establishing that discriminatory
conduct, particularly with respect to a State's better
treatment of its domestic investors than its foreign investors,
can establish a breach of the fair and equitable treatment
standard.
Recognition of discriminatory treatment as a basis for a
breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard was also
confirmed in the Lauder case. The Lauder Tribunal held that
since the Media Council had not discriminated against the
investor in favour of nationals, the investor had not
demonstrated a breach of the fair and equitable treatment
standard. 93 Similarly, in ADP Group, the Tribunal refused
to find a violation of fair and equitable treatment, noting that
the investor had not claimed that other companies in like
circumstances had been granted waivers for the "Buy
America" requirements while the investor's request was
denied, that the investor did not allege that the requirements
under the project contract had been so finely "tailored" that
only a particular U.S. company could comply with the
specifications or that the U.S. measures had imposed
"extraordinary costs or other burdens" on the investor which
were not imposed on other successful project bidders.94
From the ADF Group Tribunal's holding, it can be surmised
that if the investor had proven the above requirements,
which demonstrate discrimination or a failure to uphold
national treatment, it would have been successful in its
claim under the fair and equitable treatment standard.
1.3.5 Transparency
The transparency principle may be the most conceptually
troubled element of the fair and equitable treatment
standard. Several tribunals have regarded the fair and
equitable treatment standard as requiring transparency, but
no rule that describes the extent of transparency required has
emerged.
In any event, a few awards have found violations of the fair
and equitable treatment standard where the state did not

disclose the rules to be applied, whether substantive or
procedural, or where the state failed to disclose the reasons
for measure that it had taken or declined to take. Thus, the
transparency principle applies not only to host state law, but
to host state policy. With respect to policy disclosures, the
transparency principle does not seem to require disclosure of
internal deliberations, but has been violated where a
government refused to disclose its policy once the policy
had been adopted. Finally, at least one award has found a
violation of the standard where the host state failed to allow
access to information needed by the claimant to prosecute
an appeal [114]. Presumably because host state laws are more
readily accessible than host state policies, claimants have
succeeded more often with claims based on nondisclosure of
policies than nondisclosure of laws, although the awards are
insufficiently numerous to draw any firm conclusions.
In a typical case, the claimant alleges that the host state did
not adequately disclose its laws or its policies. Awards in
favour of the claimant, however, generally have been issued
only where one, and usually both, of the following factors is
present: (1) the host state failed to make material disclosures
during discussions with the claimant; or (2) the host state's
conduct also violated other principles, and thus the lack of
transparency was not the sole basis for finding a violation of
the fair and equitable treatment standard. In MTD Equity v.
Chile [115], the tribunal held, as discussed earlier, that Chile's
inconsistent conduct violated the fair and equitable
treatment standard. Alternatively, the tribunal held that the
lack of transparency also violated the standard. At the time
that Chile induced the investors to invest, it had not
disclosed that the project would violate local law. In effect,
had Chile disclosed this circumstance, the investor could
have made an informed decision whether to invest in light of
the risk that the required local approval would not be
received [116]. That is, Chile could have complied with the
BIT in either of two ways: by having a consistent policy or
by disclosing its in consistent policy. Chile did neither and
thus violated the fair and equitable treatment standard.
By contrast, in Parkerings-Compagniet v. Lithuania [117], a
case arising under the Norway-Lithuania BIT [118], the
tribunal rejected a claim that the BIT was violated by the
host state's failure to disclose its intention to modify local
law in ways that would adversely affect the claimant's
investment. The tribunal explained that the claimant should
have known that the legal situation was changing in
Lithuania because of the transitional nature of the economy,
and that the claimant could have retained local counsel to
advise it about the amendment process [119]. The tribunal
contrasted this situation before it with the situation, such as
in MTD Equity, where the state "made assurances or
representation [sic] that the investors took into account in
making the investment [120]."
In Champion Trading v. Egypt [121], a case arising under the
United States-Egypt BIT [122], Egypt entered into a series of
agreements to provide financial assistance to certain
companies in Egypt's troubled cotton industry, but did not
include the claimants in these settlements. The claimants
originally asserted that these agreements violated the fair
and equitable treatment standard, but abandoned that claim
in favour of an argument that the agreements violated the
principle of transparency under international law [123]. The
claimants' authority for the existence of a principle of
transparency was a WTO case [124] unrelated to the
protection of foreign investment and he Tecmed decision,
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discussed below [125]. As will be seen, Tecmed had based the
requirement of transparency on the fair and equitable
treatment standard. Thus, the claimants in Champion
Trading ultimately were relying on the requirement of fair
and equitable treatment. The tribunal acknowledged the
existence of a transparency principle, but found that the
claimants "were in a position to know beforehand all rules
and regulations that would govern their investments for the
respective season to come [126]."
2. Conclusion
It becomes obvious, that the historical roots of the FET
standard do not only lie, as often stated, in treaty law,
perhaps most prominently displayed by the practice of the
US to conclude Treaties of Friendship Commerce and
Navigation (FCNs). The above given detail shows the roots
of the FET standard lie in the customary rules of the
protection of aliens. When tracking the exact roots of the
FET standard, one is faced with the problem that out of
necessity customary rules protecting the rights of aliens as
minimum standards are left highly general in their empirical
evidence [127]. Attempts of arbitral tribunals to offer a
definition of the FET standard, however, further exemplify
that the FET standard is rooted in customary international
law and is also not unfamiliar to modern human rights
treaties. In MTD v. Chile, Metaclad, Techmad, S.D. Myers
the tribunal concurred with a legal opinion of Judge
Schwebel that fair and equitable treatment includes such
fundamental standards as good faith, due process, nondiscrimination, and proportionality [128].
The FET standard is undoubtedly a prominent and
evolutionary feature of most international investment
agreements concluded by developing countries today.
Although it is a seemingly straightforward standard which
imposes requirements on host states to act in a manner
reflective of good governance, the FET standard has
however been increasingly construed in ways which are not
only intrusive, but perhaps antithetical, to the developmental
and regulatory interests of developing countries. From an
interpretive conundrum caused by the various interpretations
employed by arbitral tribunals with regard to the issue of
whether the FET clause is reflective of the international
minimum standard, to the perceived regulatory chill caused
by the many pervasive ways in which tribunals have applied
the FET standard's substantive elements, the standard is
indeed a prime concern for many developing countries.
Accordingly, and as a result of the plethora of concerns
which have been highlighted over the course of this paper, it
is indeed arguable that the time is ripe for rebalancing at
both the conceptual and practical level, so as to better reflect
the developmental needs of developing countries, whilst at
the same time, preserving the economic interests of foreign
investors.
These interpretations have opened the doors in many
directions which have in many ways helped the investors by
stepping beyond the protection level what is given in the
treaty. Thus, making a debatable issue among the parties
whosoever looses in the tribunals. The tentacles (like good
faith, due process, non-discrimination, and proportionality)
of this principle have entered in the field of human rights
also.
Recent Tribunal practice advances thinking on two
important issues in the study of the fair and equitable
treatment standard. First, it adds to understanding of what

State action violates the standard. In particular, the awards
reviewed above confirm the importance host States must
give to operating transparently and in a consistent manner in
accordance with reasonable expectations, and to the closely
related requirement to provide a stable legal and economic
framework. The Gus and LG&E awards also discuss an
important counterbalance to a State's obligations concerning
stability. The defence of necessity has been successfully
argued by Argentina, though it has also been rejected in
very similar circumstances. Further arbitral interpretation on
this is required.
Second, Occidental, Cus, Saluka and Azurix all found no
practical distinction between the treaty standard and the
customary international law minimum standard.
Whilst prima facie, this resolves confusion over whether fair
and equitable treatment is a separate requirement, it is an
artificial solution that remains in its infancy. Only Saluka
identified fair and equitable treatment as an autonomous
treaty standard. This article endorses this finding, though it
remains uncertain in what situation an autonomous standard
can offer a higher standard of protection than the minimum
standard.
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